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MESSAGE FROM THE
PROVINCIAL DIRECTOR
It

was

yet

another

incredibly

challenging

year

for

families in BC and for the community agencies that
work

alongside

showed

up

them.

province

Family

wide

Resource

with

their

Programs

valuable

low

barrier community-based programming. We heard so
many stories of resilience and capacity building from
members who were often stretched to the limit.

FRP-BC

started

support

dialogue

their

the

respective

Operations.
monthly

hosting

between
MCFD

Through

Member

resources,

year

discuss

regional

FRP-BC

Early

these

Calls,

we

issues

real

members

Years

calls

and

to

and

Directors

of

through

continued
time,

calls

and

to

our

share

provide

a

forum to assist with quick turnaround in Public Health
Orders and necessary changes in programming. We
engaged

with

provincial

coalitions,

provided

more

increased

resources

to

Early

Years

trainings

members

partners

than

in

and

ever,

areas

and

such

as

Reconciliation, cultural safety, COVID-19 impacts on
families, and mental health in the early years.

FRP-BC is in a solid place to build upon our training
and

member

engagement

and

to

work

with

other

organizations to start new regional initiatives that will
support early years agencies. Stay tuned!

Sincerely,

TARA NARGANG

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I want to say a huge thank you to
the board members that retired
from the FRP-BC board, Lynnene
Lewis and Colleen Hobson. Their
leadership supported FRP-BC
through
some
substantial
changes. As a new Provincial
Director, I found their insights
into everything from policy
development to partner relations
to be invaluable.
I was very fortunate to work with
Dana Osiowy, the Chair of our
board this past year. Dana is
incredibly skilled and collectively,
we learned a great deal from
her. Dana had an unexpected
death in her family and we
support her in her decision to
take time to be with her family.
Our relationship to Dana as a
knowledgeable
and
trusted
supporter
of
FRP-BC
will
continue.
Michelle Dzbik, our Provincial
Coordinator, is leaving FRP-BC to
attend Concordia University.
Michelle and I started at the
same time and initiated some
major
changes
to
the
organization. It is difficult to
imagine not having her here.
Michelle has been an innovator
of
needed
systems,
a
communicator with heart, and a
huge support to me. Indeed, she
will be missed.

Provincial Director
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OUR TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

STAFF

Dana Osiowy

Tara Nargang

Chair

Provincial Director

Colleen Hobson

Michelle Dzbik

Treasurer

Provincial Coordinator

Lynnene Lewis

Lucy Hart

Secretary

Bookkeeper

Lana Hergott
Kaye Kennish
Marian Ells
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MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIR
We won’t use the word 'unprecedented' but we have all felt that so profoundly. The
overwhelming resiliency of each of the Family Resource Programs of BC (FPR-BC)
member agencies to change and pivot and keep mission at the forefront of everything
that they do has been a beautiful thing to watch. With our monthly Member Calls we
have been able to support and be present for our community and most importantly to
be inspired by the creativity and ingenuity of organizations and their front-line staff
doing everything they can to make sure families survive.

The Board of FRP-BC has been so privileged to support our tiny but mighty team of
Tara and Michelle and the important work of truth and reconciliation. With a deep well
of humility we are examining and changing the work that we do as an organization
and the mission work of the member agencies around decolonization, justice, equity,
and inclusion.

We celebrate the tremendous community of members that have joined us and are a
part of this deeply important work, we celebrate the creation of our accreditation
standards that help deepen the practice and the work of family resource programs,
and

we

celebrate

the

way

each

person

at

each

of

our

member

agencies

are

supporting families.

It is an honour to do this valuable and important work.

Sincerely,

DANA OSIOWY
Board Chair
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ABOUT US
We

are

Family

organization

Resource

dedicated

Programs

to

of

promoting

BC
and

(FRP-BC),
supporting

a

non-profit

membership

community-based

Family

Resource Programs (FRPs).

Since 1989, FRP-BC has promoted and supported BC’s FRPs by providing leadership
and

mentoring;

networking

among

programs;

provincial

program

standards;

resources and information; and professional development opportunities to FRP and
early years program staff.

STRATEGIC
PRIORITES
1. Increased capacity of FRPs
2. Expanded system and community
connection and influence
3. Enhanced organizational and
sector profile

VISION

MISSION

For all BC Families to have the

To support Family Resource Programs

supports they need in their

to build their capacity to better serve

communities to raise healthy children

BC families

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Community-Based | Connections
Quality Services | Equity | Integrity
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SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
Membership &
Community of Practice

Part 1/2

We contributed to the Representative
for Children and Youth Early Years
Strategy.

We implemented a new membership

We are part of the Early Years Round

structure to reflect a more equitable

Table (First Call) and did a

system with increased membership

presentation on FRPs and what they

benefits for the 2021/2022

offer in communities.

membership year. This also was a step

We are an active participant with the

in diversifying FRP-BC revenue.

BC Healthy Child Development Alliance

Through this past year, we have

(BCHCDA) and took part in the

continued to build and strengthen our

Feelings First social and emotional

FRP Community of Practice. The

development campaign.

regular COVID-19 Support & Ideas
Calls that we started at the beginning
of the pandemic in April 2020
continued and eventually evolved into
monthly Member Calls. These calls will
continue to evolve and focus on the
effects of COVID-19 on young children
and families.
We have seen a huge increase in
questions from members seeking input

MCFD Engagement

from other agencies. FRP-BC continues
to be a conduit for real time discussion

In early 2021, FRP-BC facilitated

on issues affecting FRPs and families

regional virtual calls between Early

with young children.

Years Directors of Operations and
FRP-BC members to speak about early
years programming and administration,

Early Years &
Provincial Work

and to report challenges faced
throughout the pandemic.
We have maintained an open line of

We worked with UBC Human Early

communication with MCFD throughout

Learning Partnership (HELP) on COVID-

the course of the pandemic and will

19 data and are working on a larger

partner with them on regional projects

coalition project for 2022/23.

in 2022/23.
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SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
Resources

Part 2/2

Professional Development
& Training

We gave out free resource packages to
members this year, including a

We expanded our annual Spring

package of Indigenous children’s books

training event this year, adding

to 24 member

additional workshops. Workshops

agencies in honour

included:

of Indigenous

Trauma Informed Practice Through

Peoples Day on

a Lens of Cultural Safety- Harley

June 21.

Eagle & Orah Chaye
Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic
on Young Children and their
Families in BC- Human Early
Learning Partnership (HELP), UBC
What?! Me… Worry?? A Guide for
Big People Supporting Children

Members with
their new books!

with Anxiety- Dr. Vanessa Lapointe
Reconciliation: ‘What It Is and What
It Is Not’- Caren La Fontaine

Board & Staff Development
Indigenous Reconciliation

FRP-BC staff and board took part in
training in Cultural Safety, Anti-Racism

FRP-BC will continue its commitment to
and Board Strategic Governance
Reconciliation through partnerships,
training, professional development,
and ongoing learning.

UPCOMING
E.D. Quarterly Calls with content experts
Regional Early Years Engagement Sessions with partners
Expanded training
Webinars in Standards of Practice orientation and FRP Staff orientation
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CONTACT US

Visit our website

Email Us

www.frpbc.ca

admin@frpbc.ca

Follow us on Facebook

@frpbc

Mailing Address

Physical Address

102-1834C Oak Bay Ave

2004B Fernwood Rd

Victoria, BC V8R 0A4

Victoria, BC V8T 2Y9

Acknowledging the Lekwungen People, traditional keepers of this land.
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